#SSAVegas22 R selfstorage.org

LAS VEGAS

SEPTEMBER 6–9
MGM GRAND

Register and book
your room now!
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FEATURED SPEAKERS
Opening Session Featured Speaker

CHRIS MARR

PRESIDENT & CEO of CUBESMART

Chris Marr has been chief executive officer of CubeSmart since 2014. Previously, he served
as president, chief operating officer, and chief investment officer of the company, having
assumed the president and chief investment officer roles in 2008 and, additionally, the
chief operating officer role in May 2012. Marr joined the company in 2006, serving as chief
financial officer and treasurer until November 2008.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
10 am

Economic Summit Featured Speaker

HESSAM NADJI

PRESIDENT & CEO of MARCUS & MILLICHAP
Hessam Nadji is president and chief executive officer of Marcus & Millichap. Founded in
1971, Marcus & Millichap has grown to more than 2,000 investment sales and financing
professionals with offices throughout the United States and Canada. Nadji will discuss the
current state of the self storage industry.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
1 pm

SSA Foundation Forum Featured Speaker

JAKE HARRIMAN

Born in rural West Virginia, Harriman attended the US Naval Academy before serving seven
and a half years as an Infantry and Force Recon Platoon Commander in the Marine Corps. He
led four operational deployments, including counter-terror operations in the Horn of Africa
and two tours of combat in Iraq. Harriman’s experiences in combat convinced him that the
“War on Terror” would not be won on the battlefield alone—and that the coordinates of
someone’s birth place should not dictate the opportunities they are presented with throughout
the course of their life. Jake left military life to enroll at Stanford where, with the assistance of
roughly 30 peers and professors, investments from Silicon Valley, and donations from around
the world, he moved to Kenya and founded Nuru International.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
10:15 am

JOIN US IN VEGAS!
For almost 50 years, SSA has continued its commitment to provide the necessary tools and resources you need to help you
move ahead of your competition. Our exhibitors display the best and most innovative products and services that you need
to develop, build, and operate your self storage business. Talk with our vendors. Whether you are a seasoned veteran or an
industry newcomer, you are sure to find many great resources in the exhibit hall.
If you are looking to get timely information, new ways to grow your business and enjoy your free time in a great city, come to
Las Vegas. The SSA’s primary goal is to provide a program that is relevant for all industry individuals, be they site/area managers,
owner/operators, suppliers or investors.

THE SSA TRADE SHOW
Spend time in the exhibit hall. Talk with our vendors and receive valuable information on the products and services you need to
take your business to the next level. SSA is committed to giving you access to the best resources necessary to strengthen your
business. Exhibitors are eager to share their knowledge, new concepts, and to help you fine-tune your operations in innovative
and profitable ways.
Insurance regulations do not permit children under 16 in the exhibit hall during trade show hours. Vendors who want to register
for the conference, and are not exhibiting, must register in the full registration category only.

TRADE SHOW HOURS

Wednesday, September 7 D 11:30 am – 4:00 pm
Thursday, September 8 D 11:30 am – 3:00 pm
Our exhibitors represent many sectors of the industry, including:
Acquisitions
Development and Site Selection
Accounting, Security, Facility Management Doors and Partitions
Advertising and Marketing
Energy Conservation and
Appraisal and Valuation
Environmental Equipment
Architectural Services
Facility Maintenance and Repair
Boat and RV Storage
Fencing
Brokerage
Financing and Mortgages
Building Components
Gates and Access Systems
Business Consulting and Management
Insurance
Computer Software
Internet and Web Sites
Credit Card Processing
Kiosks
Design and Construction
Locks / Door Hardware

Manager Employment Services
Manager Training
Mobile and Portable Storage
Moving / Shipping Supplies
Records Storage
Roofs, Roofing, Coatings
Signs / Banners
Tenant Screening
Training Materials and Manuals
Truck Rentals
…and more!

TRADE SHOW ONLY REGISTRATION
This special registration category is for those individuals who cannot participate in all of the conference activities, but still want
to learn about the self storage industry. Our exhibit hall is open on Wednesday and Thursday, September 7 and 8. If you are
interested in attending only the Trade Show, you may pre-register for as low as $145 (for SSA members). Vendors who want to
register for the conference, and are not exhibiting, must register in the full registration category only.

ATTENTION NON-MEMBERS
Join now and save on your registration! Members receive discounted prices for most conference activities. Members with Full
or Additional registration receive a downloadable library of approved session recordings and slides. You qualify for member
pricing if you join SSA when you register. Call SSA headquarters at 888.735.3784, or visit our website at selfstorage.org for a
membership application today.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

MGM GRAND

3799 S LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89109
All of our functions will be held at the luxurious MGM Grand Conference Center on the Las Vegas Strip. Our room block is located
close to the conference center, just an elevator ride or a short walk away from all of the SSA activities and your industry peers.
SSA has negotiated group rates starting at $101 (plus tax/fees) single/double Monday, September 5 through Thursday,
September 8. Friday and Saturday rates start at $189 (plus tax/fees) single/double.
To ensure you receive these rates, book your room today at selfstorage.org. The SSA room block is likely to sell out well before
the cut-off date of August 11. You may also call the MGM Grand Reservations Department at 1.877.880.0880 and reference Self
Storage Association.

We urge you to make your room reservations ASAP!

Las Vegas continues to capture the world’s imagination as the destination where anything is possible. With its award-winning
restaurants, luxurious spas, fantastic shopping, world-class golf, and truly unique entertainment, Las Vegas remains one of the
most exciting convention destinations in the world. Mark your calendar and join SSA September 6–9 in Las Vegas!

When You Arrive in Las Vegas
The SSA Registration Desk is open from 8 am to 6 pm on Tuesday, 7 am to 5 pm on Wednesday, and 7 am to 3:30 pm on Thursday.
Stop by during these hours to get your badge and conference materials.

Register and book
your room today!
4
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6
7:00A – 5:00P

SSA Café

Breakfast and snack service for registered attendees. - Badge required

Generously sponsored by

8:00A – 6:00P

Conference & Trade Show Registration

8:00A – 5:00P

Exhibitor Set–Up

1:00P – 4:00P

Self Storage Economic Summit

Economic Summit Featured Speaker

Hessam Nadji, President & CEO, Marcus & Millichap
Optional event; separate fee required.

1:30P – 4:00P

Self Storage Managers Summit
presenter: Carol Mixon,SkilCheck Services, Inc.
Optional event; separate fee required.

Part 1: Sales Strategies When You're Full
In Part 1 of this session, you'll learn to maximize and manage the storage inventory when your property is at an
extremely high occupancy. If you are turning prospective customers away, discover ways to turn those into new
tenants. Don't lose a prospective tenant to a competitor because you don't have procedures and an effective
way to manage move-ins and move-outs. Learn ways of handling and managing customer tenancy, rental rates,
concessions, and marketing strategies when you're at a high occupancy.

Part 2: Storage Crackdown: Vagrancy, Theft and Problem Tenants
In Part 2, we'll discuss techniques and procedures you can use lawfully at your store to help problem tenants and
bad actors move along! We will discuss:
R Preventing vagrancy and loitering in the first place
R What to watch for in a problem tenant
R What constitutes a call to the home office, police, fire department, FBI, etc.
R Documenting the bad behavior
R Signs of weapons, ammunition, and explosive materials
R How all of these items effect your lien sale process

Generously sponsored by

5:30P – 6:45P

SSA Board Chair VIP Reception

6:00P – 7:30P

Canadian SSA Networking Reception

Ticketed event; by invitation only.

Canadian self storage owners, operators, managers and staff are invited to join the CSSA VIP Networking &
Welcome Reception. This is a wonderful opportunity to meet other self storage operators from across Canada.
There is no charge to attend this event and is open to all self storage operators registered to attend the Self Storage
Association Fall Conference. Please contact Sue Margeson at 1-888-898-8538 or at info@cssa.ca for more details.
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
7:00a – 5:00P

Conference & Trade Show Registration

7:00a – 5:00P

SSA Membership R State Associations R Products & Services Booth

7:00a – 5:00P

SSA Café

Breakfast and snack service for registered attendees. - Badge required

Generously sponsored by

7:15a – 7:45A

Orientation for First – Time Attendees & New Members
presented by: SSA Staff
This session will help make your first SSA meeting experience not only more enjoyable, but more productive as well.
You’ll learn to maneuver through all the Conference program activities in a timely, efficient manner, so you can plan
your personal agenda for maximum effectiveness. Then, you’ll find out how to put your SSA membership to work
for you. Learn about new programs created specifically for managers and owners / operators, new publications,
navigating the SSA website, and much more.

Generously sponsored by

®
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

8:00a – 8:45A

Concurrent Educational Sessions

What Does that Clause in my Rental Agreement Mean?

presenter: JEFFREY GREENBERGER,Greenberger & Brewer LLP
No matter where you obtained your Rental Agreement, you almost certainly have clauses that you consider to be “legalese.”
However, those clauses can be important and provide protection to you and your business. If you do not understand what the
clauses mean, how can you use them to protect yourself? Further, if these clauses have been copied from Rental Agreement
to Rental Agreement, there is a good chance they contain errors that could cost you important protection in the event of an
occupant claim or other litigation. Our presenter, Jeffrey Greenberger, will break down the legalese, so that you understand why
these clauses exist in your Rental Agreement, or caution you to insert them if you do not have them, and to make sure that they
actually contain the proper verbiage so that you can protect yourself from the claims they were designed to avoid.

Estate Planning - Avoid the Probate Quagmire and Protect Your Estate
presenter: SEAN TODD,Estate Management Counselors

No one is making it out alive!! Take the initiative to implement these essential estate planning moves to avoid probate, slash
your income taxes and learn how to properly plan and protect your estate. Making simple mistakes in your estate plan—you
will disinherit your own children and even your grandchildren. How to prevent your estate/business from being inherited by the
new spouse your surviving spouse marries. Business succession will be a point of emphasis with a case study and checklist of
discussion points provided to each attendee.

Development: Is Data Driving Your Decisions?

presenter: RK KLIEBENSTEIN,Coast To Coast Storage
This session is created to help you find resources to mitigate risk and accurately forecast property potential. We will discuss:
R Tools, Tricks and Tips for estimating length of time to stabilization
R Understanding Economic Occupancy Vs. Physical Occupancy
R Tools, Tricks and Tips for estimating what % is considered stabilization
R The Danger of Point in Time Rental Data
R The Six Different Rate Structures that are Critical to Your ProForma
R How Design Influences Returns
This will be a fun and interactive session where you can share and discuss specific projects with the room.

Hiring for Good - Best Practices
presenter: DOUG GRIEST,eTest

Hiring employees is a difficult task but one that can be made easier by utilizing the most current up to date techniques based
upon scientific research. Best practices in hiring is based upon the science of job analysis to develop accurate job description,
planning the interview and constructing behavioral questions, accurately analyzing and rating the information gained in
the interview, and utilizing new techniques such as video interviews and testing. Participants will come away with practical
knowledge and skills.

8:00a – 10:00A Exhibitor Set Up
8:45a – 9:00A

Break

Register now!
CLICK HERE OR SCAN
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
9:00a – 9:45A

(continued)

Concurrent Educational Sessions

Dealing with Difficult Customers

presenter: TRON JORDHEIM,Self Storage Strategies
Even though we are becoming masters of touch-less, self-service rentals, payments, and customer interactions, we still deal
with people person to person; whether that is on the phone, in-person or in a chat. There are difficult customers. The customer
is not always right. Sometimes customers turn mean and want to fight with you. How do you deal with this? How do you help
your employees deal with these situations ... and recover from them? Sometimes a customer will set off one of your employees
and it is the employee who needs to be calmed and redirected. In this session, you'll learn learn to turn around upset customers
and how to defuse and take control of a situation that is getting out of hand. This session will visit scenarios where conflict
is likely to occur and examines the triggers that can set people off. Participants will go away with tried and true methods for
dealing with conflicts with customers.

Solar Powered Self Storage? Look Before you Leap
presenter: ERIC BRUNER,Pivot Energy

The solar energy industry has experienced exponential growth on a national scale prompted by both state and national
incentives, policy improvements, falling equipment prices, rising electricity costs, and corporate environmental and
sustainability initiatives. There are many financial benefits that a solar project can provide but the benefits depend on a number
of factors that can drastically affect returns.
This session will familiarize you with the basics of solar energy and key factors to take into consideration before going solar. This
includes qualifying your facility for solar, calculating electricity costs that solar will offset, identifying solar incentives and policies
and understanding how they impact solar viability and learning about the various approaches to financing a solar project.

Career Development - Climbing the Ladder in Self Storage
presenter: STEPHANIE THARPE,A+ Management Group

Do you love working in the self storage industry? If you are looking for ways to grow your career, this session is for you! What
does it take to get your owners to take you seriously? If you have dreams of becoming a facility manager, overseeing multiple
facilities, or becoming an executive, come hear an expert who started as a resident manager and has advanced her career over
the last 10 years to Partner and Owner of her own company. It takes a lot of work, education and commitment but it is well worth
it and you will see results. She will share her strategy and tips on the following topics:

R How to write your own success story, including the skills and traits you need to excel
R Where and how to educate yourself and become more attractive to industry employers
R How to ask for what you want and productively communicate with owners/supervisors
R Obstacles that may hold you back and how to surmount them
R The tough decision: how to know when you've outgrown a company and need to move on

Contactless Rentals: How to Automate the Move-In Process at your Self Storage Facility
presenter: TERRY BAGLEY,Janus International

Contactless rentals has been an increasingly popular topic in self storage, and for good reason. There are many benefits to
providing a fully automated customer experience and offering a no contact move-in process is easier than it has ever been with
new, smart locking technology. In this session, industry technology expert, Terry Bagley, will offer insight and answer questions
about the importance of contact-less rentals, improving the customer experience with mobile technology and seamless online
rentals, the technology available for going contactless, and much more. You'll learn:

R Why it's important to provide a fully automated move-in experience to meet today's storage customers where they are
R How technology has improved the tenant onboarding experience and what that means to owner/operators
R The automation technology available today
R How smart locks at the unit door allow for fully contact-less rentals and automate the overlock and lock check processes
R Implementation considerations
8

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

9:45a – 10:15A

Break

10:15a – 11:30A

Foundation Forum Speaker
Jake Harriman
The SSA Foundation is honored to have American hero Jake Harriman as its
featured speaker.
Harriman is decorated combat veteran, a Stanford University Graduate School
of Business alum, and a White House “Champion of Change” honoree. He has
also been selected as a Dalai Lama “Unsung Hero of Compassion,” a graduate of
the Presidential Leadership Scholars Class of 2015, and the founder and former
CEO of Nuru International—a US-based social venture with a mission to eradicate
extreme poverty in some of the most fragile regions of the world.
Born in rural West Virginia, Harriman attended the US Naval Academy before
serving seven and a half years as an Infantry and Force Recon Platoon
Commander in the Marine Corps. He led four operational deployments, including
counter-terror operations in the Horn of Africa and two tours of combat in Iraq.

11:30a – 4:00P

Trade Show

1:30p – 5:00P

Large Operators Council Meeting

For SSA members who own 10 or more facilities and are dues - paying members of the LOC.
Reception from 4:00P – 5:00P

4:00p – 4:15P

Break

4:15p – 5:30P

Educational Roundtables

Just about every self storage topic you can think of will be addressed in small discussion groups led by
knowledgeable facilitators. Table-hopping several times during the session offers you a chance to get as much
information as possible on a variety of topics. We have 30 topics so select the tables where the discussion will
benefit you most! We will ring the bell at regular intervals to allow you to participate in different table discussions.

5:30p – 6:30P

Diversity & Inclusion Networking Session
All SSA attendees are welcome.

Please join us in celebrating the formation of the Diversity and Inclusion Council, a group designed to facilitate the
success of underrepresented professionals in the self storage industry. This is an occasion for underrepresented
professionals to connect directly with industry veterans. The intended outcome is that participants establish
relationships and friendships that lead to future opportunities and create a more inclusive self storage industry.

Generously sponsored by

6:15p – 7:45P

Welcome to Las Vegas Reception – Wet Republic
Generously sponsored by
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
7:00a – 3:30P

Conference & Trade Show Registration

7:00a – 5:00P

SSA Membership R State Associations R Products & Services Booth

7:00a – 5:00p

SSA Café

Breakfast and snack service for registered attendees. - Badge required

Generously sponsored by

8:00a – 8:45A

Concurrent Educational Sessions

Size Does Not Matter, When it Comes to Technology

presenters: JIM MOONEY,Freedom Storage Management
DAVID COOPER,Storage King USA
CHAD LUNDBERG,The Storage Group
MAX VALLOTTON, JR.,Gate 5 Self Storage
When it comes to technology, it doesn't matter if you have 1 store, 15 stores or 100 stores. You can utilize the technology in the
industry to drive and grow your self storage operation every day. Join our panel of operators as they reveal how you can take
advantage of the latest in self storage technology, regardless of your company's size.

What to Look For When Performing Due Diligence For Site Selection
presenters: FRANK RELF,Frank G. Relf Architect, PC
FRANK CHERENA,Roux Inc.
TUNG-TO LAM,Bohler Engineering

In this session, we'll discuss the various investigation topics to be reviewed by owners in the due diligence phase for selecting
sites. Topics to be discussed include environmental-related issues such as high ground water, wetlands, contaminated soils base
flood elevations, Civil and Architectural Engineering concerns relating to site access, zoning and bulk regulations review, parking
and loading requirements, traffic studies as it relates to self storage benign use, building placement and configurations for single or
multi-story structures. We'll also cover how the banking and financing requirements impact site selection for owners.

Secondary Markets are the New Primary!

presenter: JANE SAULS,Sauls Storage Group, LLC
In this session we'll talk about buying and selling in the secondary and tertiary markets.

R What are secondary and tertiary markets and why are they attractive to investors?
R Gain an understanding of cap rates and valuations in the rural areas and the market outlook
R Understand how to determine true market potential and the often irrelevance of the competition’s rates.
R Discuss the future expectations of valuations and the variables that will impact the success of each facility.

Why Would I Work For You? Do You Practice What You Preach?
presenter: SUSAN HAVILAND,Haviland Storage Services

In this session, the focus is on how to find and retain good employees through good policy, procedure and culture.
R Having a fine tuned interview and hiring process
R Job Descriptions that match the job!
R How to train and keep good employees
R Creating a positive work culture
R Keeping good employees motivated while moving on bad employees
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

8:30a – 9:45A

Canadian Hot Topic Panel Discussions

8:45a – 9:00A

Break

9:00a – 9:45A

General Panel Session

You Can’t, You Can, You Can’t: Moratoriums, Sustainability and
Land Use Challenges in the 2020s
9:45a – 10:00A

Break

10:00a – 11:30A Self Storage Foundation Michael T. Scanlon
Award Presentation

This special award goes to individuals who have made tremendous
contributions to the SSA. This year we honor Brian R. Caster, president and
CEO of the Caster Group, and Kenneth E. Nitzberg, chairman and CEO of
Devon Self Storage.

Featured Speaker
Chris Marr, President & CEO, CubeSmart
After the awards ceremony, we’ll hear CubeSmart President and CEO
Chris Marr discuss the latest on CubeSmart milestones and the state of
the self storage industry.

11:30a – 3:00P

Trade Show

3:00p – 7:00P

Exhibitor Move–Out

3:00p – 4:00P

Young Leaders Group (YLG) Educational Session
Requires membership in the YLG.

Developing Leadership and Personal Development

moderated by: MARK POOLE,Liberty Investment Properties
panel: ALISON DEJAEGER, List Self Storage; HOLLY FIORELLO, CallPotential;
TAUCHA HOGUE, Newmark; ADAM POGODA, Pogoda Companies;
MELISSA STILES, Storage Asset Management
Join us at the Young Leader's Group Educational Session for a meet and greet and panel discussion with the YLG
Senate on leadership roles, sharing their influences, challenges and successes, along with words of advice for other
Young Leaders.

Generously sponsored by

Register now!
CLICK HERE OR SCAN
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8
3:15p – 4:00P

(continued)

Concurrent Educational Sessions

Recreational Vehicles and Boat Storage Demand
presenter: JEFFREY ADLER,Yardi Systems Inc.

In 2021, the recreational vehicle and boat industries both topped $20 billion a piece. With the industries expected to continue
growing, the demand for RV and boat storage has become one of the market segments most searched by new developers. What
you will learn:

R National market overview of self storage fundamentals
R Trends impacting the growth in the niche RV and Boat Storage segments
R Comparison of RV and boat storage fundamentals vs. traditional self storage
R 5 year forecast of where we think things are headed

LIVE Marketing Check Up

presenter: RAHEEM AMER,Mini Mall Storage
When was the last time you gave your website a checkup? If you've never before audited your website, or it's been a while
since you have, or you're planning a website redesign in the near future, use this panel as your website audit to make sure your
website is primed for maximum SEO and conversion results. We will plan to audit 5 different websites live during the session.
We will look at their digital storefront (Google My Business page), their website SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and customer
experience during the checkout process.

Tenant Trends That Will Shape the Self Storage Industry: A Path to the Future
presenter: ROBERT CHITI,OpenTech Alliance

The events of 2020 triggered unexpected shifts in tenant demand. Did tenant behavior, particularly how consumers use self
storage, experience dramatic shifts as well? We'll explore how tenant trends are adapting through a comprehensive look at 2+
years of amalgamated transaction data - and what those changes might mean for storage operators. Join us to explore how
tenant behavior and consumer preferences changed in 2020 and 2021, and ways these shifts may reshape the industry as we
know it. We'll review:

R Data from nearly 2MIL storage transactions processed in 2020 and 2021
R Unique insights into customer behavior and preferences, including trends that have emerged over 5+ years of data
R Tenant trends that look like they're here to stay - and those that likely won't last
R Key analytics that can help inform an actionable business plan for your future
R Ways to leverage this data to increase revenue, drive operational enhancements and create a stable,
scalable platform for future growth

Getting Your Price Right

presenter: WARREN LIEBERMAN,Veritec Solutions Inc. and KEVIN BOWMAN, StorageMart
Although "forecasting" demand can seem like a daunting task, by the end of the first week in each month it is often possible to
determine with surprising accuracy whether prices are appropriately set at a store. In addition, it can be determined whether
there is an unusually strong need to raise or lower prices. In short, any operator, regardless of size, can learn a great deal from
their move-ins. And, as each week goes by, much more is learned about whether additional pricing adjustments are needed.
We'll highlight how any operator, regardless of size, can and should track their move-ins so they can develop alerts and signals
for the types of price changes that are needed. We will highlight how StorageMart has made use of this information.

Register now!
CLICK HERE OR SCAN
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(subject to modification)

4:00p – 4:15P

Break

4:15p – 5:00P

Concurrent Educational Sessions

Developing A Security Onboarding Game Plan: An Expert Panel
presenter: RYAN STEWART,PTI Security Systems

News of consolidation fills the headlines as operations look to leverage the flood of capital into expanding their portfolio size.
This acquisition activity has many groups facing new or increased challenges in integrating new properties' security footprint
into a portfolio or preparing properties for sale. While many of these facilities will have current security measures in place, the
acquisition is just the start of the process for operators who work to integrate these properties into a larger security strategy.
Join us as we discuss best practices for implementing a portfolio's security strategy at newly acquired properties. Topics
include:

R How to quickly assess the state of target properties security footprint and map out an onboarding process
R How to create efficiencies across multiple new sites
R Building a network of security integrators to support new properties and new territories
R Future-proofing your portfolio with technology that allows for a smooth onboarding process and scalable growth

Panel: Marketing Metrics for an Owner to Know

moderated by: GRACE TOTTY,Absolute Storage Management
panel: HOLLY FIORELLO, CallPotential; STACIE MAXWELL, Universal Storage Group;
MELISSA STILES, Storage Asset Management
Just as crucial as your operational metrics like income, collections, occupancy, rent per square foot, etc., are marketing metrics
such as page speed, page views, click-thru rate, cost per acquisition, and more. Join this session to hear from a panel of experts
to understand where to place your focus and understand where to start. This tailored session helps operators with lean teams
who need to make the best use of their time. Whether you have a marketing partner who provides regular reporting or you are
sifting through data yourself, come and learn about KPIs and benchmarks for marketing metrics in the self storage industry.

Reputation Management and Influencing Your Audience's Perception
presenter: CHRISTINA ALVINO,FineView Marketing

What is reputation management? It's controlling and influencing your audience's perception of your brand. With more than 90%
of consumers reading reviews before making a purchasing decision, having a good reputation is key in a crowded marketplace.
Most customers are less eager to leave a review when they are satisfied, but with a negative experience they jump at the
chance to share this information in reviews and across social media platforms. Your reputation is fragile and is easy to damage
which can be detrimental to your business. How are you managing your reputation? We’ll review the three stages of reputation
management, how you can create a reputation management strategy and we'll touch on best practices and statistics about how
consumers use reviews daily to make purchasing decisions.

What the Best Storage Operators Do that Most Operators Don't
presenter: BROOKS LUMPKIN,Southeast Storage

When top storage operators acquire an average facility, they typically bring the revenues up 30 to 50% within the first year.
They are thinking differently from most smaller operators about:

R Website Investment (significant ongoing costs per store)
R Marketing Costs and Benefits (avenues - mostly digital, cost per customer - higher than you may have imagined)
R New customer rates (generally higher than you'd expect from looking at the competitors)
R 3rd party services (call centers, adwords, rate management, landscapers, HVAC maintenance, etc.)
R Truck Rental (none of the REITs utilize truck rental to capture customer awareness or as a profit center)

They have learned through experience and volume what is worth time and attention and what the payoffs are for a wide array
of operational decisions. We will dig into and explore the biggest of those differentiators - not so you can blindly emulate
everything the big guys do, but so you can understand what they are doing and make the best decisions for your operation.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

(continued)

5:00p – 5:15P

Break

5:15p – 6:15P

SSA Women’s Council Networking Session
Generously sponsored by
®

7:00p – 9:00P

Young Leaders Group (YLG) Networking Reception
Requires membership in the YLG.

Generously sponsored by

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
7:00a – 10:00A

SSA Membership R State Associations R Products & Services Booth

7:00a – 10:00A

SSA Café

Breakfast and snack service for registered attendees. - Badge required

Generously sponsored by

8:00a – 8:45A

Concurrent Educational Sessions

10 Steps to CX Excellence, Make Your Touch Points Extraordinary

presenters: A
 NNE BALLARD, STACIE MAXWELL AND SARAH BETH JOHNSON
Universal Storage Group
Are you a master of sales and service or just getting by? These processes ensure you higher closing ratios on the traffic you get
and more repeat and referred customers from your excellent service. A positive customer experience is crucial to the success
of your business because a happy customer is one who is likely to become a repeat customer who can help you boost revenue
and referrals. The best marketing money can buy is a customer who will promote your business for you—one who's loyal to your
company, promotes your business through word-of-mouth marketing, advocates for your brand and product or service, and
becomes part of your marketing army, so to speak.
The way you think about your customers' experience has probably had a profound impact on how you look at your business as
a whole. This is just one reason why creating and obsessing over a great customer experience is so important. What are your
customer's touchpoints, how can you improve or master these elements, and why is it important to constantly be improving
these processes and touch points. You’ll learn 10 techniques to bring your customer experience to the next level. Build on your
knowledge base with new technologies that make it easy to win the day with each experience.

Register now!
CLICK HERE OR SCAN

concurrent sessions continued on the next page
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8:00a – 8:45A

Concurrent Educational Sessions (continued)

3rd Party Management - Is it Best For You and Your Facility?
presenters: ALEX ERBS,Erbs Management Group
GARY EDMONDS,The Storage Manager

Join our presenters as they discuss incorporating 3rd Party Management into your operation. Topics include:
R What is 3rd Party Management?
R Features & Services offered by 3rd Party Managers
R Operational Styles of 3rd Party Management (Remote Management, Hybrid Operation, Full Staffing)
R How to interact with the Management Company
R Is it for you and which operational style is best for you?

Getting Into the Self Storage Game

presenter: CAESAR WRIGHT,MakoRabco
This session will cover how to make smart decisions when considering getting into the self storage game. We'll focus on:

R The pre-game strategy - Land, Demand, Plan
R Evaluation the opposing team’s offense and defense - Why a feasibility study is crucial to success
R The GC playbook - Creating your development team
R The Financial game plan - Establishing realistic budgets
R Bob and weave: Contingency plans - The unpredictability of construction
R Winning the game - Case studies of successful builds

The Urgency to Treat Cybersecurity as a Business Decision

presenter: CHUCK GORDON, LUKE LENZEN AND MARK BALDWIN,Storable
Like many of us, cybercriminals are on their own digital transformation journey. Remote work, the Internet of Things (IoT), bringyour-own-device (BYOD), and "moving to the cloud" have given hackers new ways to access what's most important to you: your
business data. And, it's easier now than it ever has been for them. New tools are being built every day to distribute malware.
Technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have given these hackers new tools to distribute malware,
vector in on high-end targets, and reach bigger and more diverse audiences. And, as these technologies evolve, cybercriminals
are becoming increasingly stealthy, sophisticated, and evasive. Are you prepared to defend your business against these
attacks?

8:45a – 9:00A

Break
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
(subject to modification)

9:00a – 9:45A

Concurrent Educational Sessions

The Future: In 20 Years, What will the World Look Like, and
What Can We Do Now to Prepare?
presenter: ANNE MARI DECOSTER,StoreLocal Storage Coop

The accelerating rate of technology development makes anticipating the future more important than ever. It's the only way
to prepare and optimize asset value. Ask any operator implementing remote management. It doesn't spring up overnight
but grows on a foundation of forward-thinking endeavors. New entrants to self storage are bringing new concepts, and new
demands for technology, products, services. Do you want to keep up, or be left behind? Do you want to disrupt, or be disrupted?
Our business is based on Americans' love affair with their stuff. Exponential technologies, collections of technologies that
change the future, have the power to shake that foundation. These are transformative advances that disrupt products, services,
businesses, entire industries, and even society as a whole. Artificial intelligence, robotics, driverless cars, electric vehicles,
automation, brain implants alla Elon Musk's human trials, the digital economy of the metaverse where ""stuff"" is virtual - all
these and more have the power to disrupt our industry.

Property Taxes Uncovered

presenter: JEFF HUMPHREY,Devon Self Storage
Join SSA's Valuation & Acquisition Course Instructor as he reviews one of the least understood but largest expenses you'll have
as an owner. This multi-state review explains how tax assessments are estimated and how investment valuations vary from tax
assessments; understanding the process; what appeals are available and how to get results. Practical tips provided for buying,
selling or financing a storage facility.

Creating Systems that Scale

presenter: MAGEN SMITH,Atomic Storage Group
Creating a self storage portfolio is much different than running one store. We will discuss the various systems needed to
scale your operations. Whether you are new to the industry, looking to invest, or expanding your portfolio, we will review the
processes for accounting, marketing, hiring and training, management, and oversight needed to scale your business to new
heights.

Content is King! How to Create a Winning Digital Content Strategy
presenter: MELANIE TERSCHAK,GoLocal Interactive

Developing a solid content strategy is critical to digital marketing success. Is your current digital content making or breaking
your marketing performance? Discover how you can find out and what you can be doing with your content to break through the
clutter and drive results. In this session you will learn:

R How to evaluate your current digital content
R What type of content you should be developing
R Which digital channels you should be focusing on
R My favorite tools and tips you can using
R How to measure the results and calculate ROI

9:45a – 10:00A

Break

10:00a – 11:15A

Closing General Session / Legal Q & A
JOE DOHERTY, SSA and CARLOS KASLOW, SSLN
A Q&A session for managers and owner / operators addressing the latest legal and regulatory developments
impacting the self storage industry. Hear two of the nation’s leading self storage legal experts discuss the topics
that pertain to you and your business. Our attorneys will take your questions for as long as time permits. Informative
and entertaining… This is the one session you don’t want to miss.
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Thank You to Our
SPONSORS

AMBASSADOR SPONSORS
Roll Door Paint & Refinishing Systems

SELF-STORAGE ADVISORY GROUP

Locks, Latches & Repair Parts

PARTNER SPONSORS
Charity
Storage

PATRON SPONSORS
S TO R A G E PA R T N E R S

AI LEAN

2022 Fall Conference & Trade Show Specialty Sponsors
FORGE BUILDING COMPANY, LLS

PILOT DOOR SYSTEMS, INC

STORABLE

AUTOMATIT

JANUS INTERNATIONAL

PROGRESSIVE MATERIALS

STORAGEMART

BAJA CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

KINGS III EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

PTI SECURITY SYSTEMS

STORAGE STRUCTURES INC

CALLPOTENTIAL

KISS SOLUTIONS

PUBLIC STORAGE

SUPPLY SIDE USA, INC.

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

KIWI II CONSTRUCTION, INC.

RKAA ARCHITECTS, INC.

TRACHTE BUILDING SYSTEMS

DAI GENERAL CONTRACTING

MOODY’S ANALYTICS CRE

STEELBLUE BUILDING COMPONENTS

TRAC-RITE
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